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Percentage of Residents Biking to Work
U.S. Census Bureau ACS

2012
CURRENT RIDERSHIP

US CITY AVG 70%
PHOENIX 1.2%
BRONZE BFC AVG

2000–2012
RIDERSHIP GROWTH

NATIONAL AVERAGE 47%
AVERAGE BFC 80%

-15%
PHOENIX

10 BUILDING BLOCKS OF A BICYCLE FRIENDLY COMMUNITY

Does your community have...

- A comprehensive, connected & well-maintained bicycling network
- A bicycle advisory committee that meets regularly
- An active bicycle advocacy group in the community
- A current comprehensive bicycle plan
- Law enforcement or other public safety officers on bikes
- Local ordinances that promote safety and accessibility for bicyclists
- A bicycle program manager
- Major community cycling events or rides

FEEDBACK

Provide safe crossings where trails intersect multi-lane roads
Allocate greater resources (including increased FTEs) to implement comprehensive educational and encouragement programming through the existing bicycle program
Increase connectivity for bicyclists especially for key destinations; add protected bike lanes downtown Phoenix in concert with bike sharing.

SUPPORTED BY TREK
LEARN MORE » WWW.BIKELEAGUE.ORG/COMMUNITIES

GET INVOLVED!

Answer 5 short questions to improve biking & petition for Phoenix to become a bicycle friendly community!

» WWW.BIKELEAGUE.ORG/COMMUNITY-SURVEY